Translation Certification Letter
Farsi Consent Document

May 23, 2019

To Whom it May Concern:

The translated document listed below is an accurate interpretation of the English version listed below. Both of these documents are also attached for review.

- **Title of Translated Document:** English Short Form Consent Document - Version 21Jan2019 (FA)
- **Version Date of Translated Document:** 5/23/2019
- **Version of English Source Document:** English Short Form Consent Document - Version 21Jan2019

I am a native speaker and assure the University of Utah Institutional Review Board that that this translation is accurate to the best of my knowledge. I also assure the University of Utah IRB that I am acting independently from any principal investigator, and am not affiliated with any active study in any way.

If you have any questions, please contact CommBridge Translations by using the information below:

info@commbridge-translations.com
801-997-9299

Sincerely,

Amir Mahdi
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